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Abstract: Cyberchondria is the overuse of the internet to diagnose one's own health issues, which causes worry to rise. People who are prone to health anxiety are kept in the cycle of anxiety by searching symptoms online. One such negative effect is cyberchondria, which is the increase in anxiety associated by frequent Internet searches for medical information. A person must resist the impulse to go online and control their media use if they want to reduce cyberchondria and other health anxiety-related habits.
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1. Introduction

The Internet has developed into one of man's most important tools for information, employment possibilities, education, entertainment, social media, and networking, and it is progressively becoming an integral part of our daily lives. With the introduction of modern smartphones, tablets, and PCs, the general public now has easy access to the Internet or has it "at their fingertips."

The Internet has evolved into a limitless place for information sharing, social networking, and the growth of cyber behaviours. It is no longer just an infrastructure. A wide range of electronic and optical networking technologies connect the various private, public, academic, business, and government networks, which range in size from local to worldwide. Because of the internet, the world has become smaller and more resembles a little hamlet.

Information on a variety of subjects, including health, is increasingly being found online. Internet searches for health information are conducted by more than half of Europeans. Nearly 70% of Internet users now turn to the Internet as their primary resource when they have a health-related inquiry. Health-related queries can be quickly answered, discreetly, and affordably, wherever there is a need.

People who are concerned about their health frequently look online for information regarding their symptoms, however it is unclear how much online research and clinical factors are associated to health anxiety. Those who experience health anxiety may experience special affective pressure from the internet as a source of knowledge. A benign symptom enquiry into a search engine is likely to produce a disproportionately high incidence of statistically implausible answers, such as a life-threatening sickness, because information from the web is frequently of unregulated veracity. Users are generally reluctant to question the accuracy of the information they get or pay attention to the base rates of illnesses.

People who worry about being sick are less inclined to check the reliability of the source and are more afraid of what they see. Additionally, it has been discovered that moderate levels of anxiety and higher checking in non-clinical samples are linked to an increase in the frequency of doctor's appointments, an increase in the risk that people will be "frightened" by health-related web material, and a worsening of health anxiety.

Meaning of cyberchondria:
Cyberchondria is a phrase used to describe obsessively browsing the internet for medical information. In more recent times, it has been described as a pattern of excessive and recurrent online symptom-checking behavior that is allegedly linked to underlying health concerns and unassessable.

Traditionally, the doctor has been the primary source of information regarding a patient's diagnosis and course of treatment. When patients use the internet to educate themselves and want to take a more active role in their own care, this standard is altered. Research studies have attempted to redefine the characteristics of cyberchondria, concentrating on the online health-information researching behavior rather than the hypochondriacal element.

The term hypochondria is defined as "excessive concern about health" by Harris Interactive, a market research firm with headquarters in the United States that has conducted numerous studies on cyberchondria. This definition clarifies that the term "cyberchondria" does not have the same negative meaning as the word "hypochondria," which is defined as "online concern about health."

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) does not list cyberchondria as a recognized diagnosis. The phrase is a play on hypochondria, which is another name for the DSM-5 condition known as “illness anxiety disorder.”
Incidence:
- According to a 2015 assessment of the literature, 90% of Americans have used the internet to look for health-related material, and a 2013 study found that 1 in 3 adults have used it to try to diagnose a medical ailment.
- According to a survey done among the Indian population, cyberchondria affected 55.6% of people. The predominant patterns were compulsive behaviors, extensive online seeking, the need for confirmation followed by distress from health worry.
- Specific diseases and health issues (66%), medical treatments and procedures (55%), exercise and dieting (52%), health workers (47%), and medicine (45%) are the health topics that users most frequently search for.

Risk Factors for the Development of Cyberchondria:
- Health anxiety: One of the more significant risk factors for the beginning of cyberchondria has been identified as health worry. It has been established that persons with high health anxiety actually search about health more frequently—the majority at least once a week—and for longer periods of time, which supports the idea that this practise is excessive. In terms of the effects of searching, research has shown that those with high levels of health anxiety express increased worry and anxiety after searching and visit their doctor more frequently as a result of the knowledge they have gained online.
- Intolerance of uncertainty: Reducing uncertainty is one of the key objectives of health-related Internet searches. A person does not have to bear uncertainty for a long period of time, unlike in the event of a visit to the doctor, because the Internet makes it possible to investigate a minor symptom as soon as it manifests, which is a huge benefit for users. Searching, however, could also lead to more doubt because consumers are exposed to a lot of material online that might be conflicting.
- Anxiety sensitivity: The main feature of the idea of anxiety sensitivity is the propensity for catastrophic interpretations of anxiety symptoms because of the conviction that they will have negative bodily, psychological, and social effects. The person may be worried about the physical effects (such as a cardiac attack), the psychological effects (such as losing their sanity), or the social effects (such as embarrassment).

2. Signs and Symptoms

Following are the some of the symptoms of cyberchondria:
- Devoting at least one to three hours to online symptom research.
- Online searches tend to leave people feeling disturbed and nervous rather than confident or in control.
- The need for people to look for health information is obsessive and difficult to resist.
- The individual fears contracting multiple illnesses rather than simply one or two.
- He or she feels the need to look for affirmation from a physician or other medical expert.
- Individuals mistrust medical professionals' diagnoses.
- Rechecking symptoms online compulsively even after conducting thorough searches previously. On some days, you might check your symptoms up to five times.

Cyberchondria and mental health:
- Like illness anxiety disorder and general anxiety, cyberchondria can have an effect on a person's quality of life, particularly if it is severe.
- Daily tasks can become more challenging when you're experiencing terrible anxiety.
- Stress levels can be increased by anxiety. Physical signs of stress and anxiety might include headaches and high blood pressure.
- Additionally, anxiety can harm friendships and family ties or harm one's career if they end up missing too many days of work for medical appointments. If you request several medical tests, it could even be costly.

Prevention and management of Cyberchondria:
- Determine whether a patient needs urgent medical care. Yes, there are medical emergencies. Do the necessary thing right away rather than browsing the internet.
- Resist the impulse to browse the web. Try to resist the desire to examine symptoms online if they do not require immediate medical attention. Delaying cravings to check can help you become more resilient and tolerant of uncertainty, even if you can't stop.
- Accepting strange physical experiences. Accepting that having odd or uncomfortable body sensations is common is crucial. Those who do not experience health anxiety frequently are not aware of these symptoms, or if they are, they do not take them seriously.
- Those who suffer from health anxiety are too concerned about their bodies. Shifting focus to an exterior object. Consider how the outside leaves on the trees move in the wind, the painting hanging on the wall, the colours, etc.
- Controlling media usage. Limit your exposure if the illness you're afraid of is regularly highlighted in the media. It won't get better if you watch television or films about feared diseases or read articles about them.
- Making an effort to fight the impulse to engage in excessive activities of comfort seeking. Seeing a physician. Speaking with a doctor regarding health anxiety may be beneficial. Discussing the fight with health concerns with them and seeking their opinion on what constitutes an urgent medical condition.

3. Conclusion

Information seeking is now easier and faster than ever because to the Internet's widespread accessibility. More people are turning to the Internet to find information, particularly health-related information. The benefits of the Internet are undeniable, but it is also becoming more and more clear that there are drawbacks to this method of information gathering. Cyberchondria, or the escalation of anxiety accompanied by recurrent Internet searches for health information, is one such unfavorable effect. It is suggested that this is the same phenomenon since those with a high level of health worry are more likely to exhibit cyberchondria. However, methodologically sound longitudinal investigations have demonstrated that even in healthy individuals, searching may eventually cause the emergence of excessive anxiety about health. These results lend support to the cognitive - behavioral paradigm, which postulates that seeking may both cause and maintain health
anxiety.
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